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PRINCIPALS’ REPORT
How nice is it to have some warm weather! While I am sure all
families are finding the challenge of remote learning difficult at
times, can I start by thanking all parents for their support. The
feedback I have received has been extremely positive regarding
the online lessons that have been delivered at both Primary and
Secondary school. The WebEx lessons at the Primary school
where there has been individual teaching moments and the
ability of VCE students still to engage with their teachers and
come in for assessments has been a real positive.
As many of you will be aware all students return Monday, 12th
October.
Students do not return this term – we continue with remote
learning as we have for the last 5 weeks.

In 2021 we will be moving to all students in the Secondary School
using online textbooks at 7-10 and hard copy texts at 11 to 12.
Information will be provided in coming weeks.
In Term 4 at this stage we will be undertaking our school review
and I thank all parents and students for their feedback regarding
the school and how we continue to improve and provide the best
possible education for all children in the community. I will provide
further information about how parents can be involved next
term.
DAVIN REID
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ASSISTANT PRINCIPALS’ REPORTS
5 – 9 October (first week of Term 4) we continue like we have
this term. Remote and flexible learning will continue for all
students.
VCE and VCAL students can only attend on-site for essential
assessments during this week, including the General
Achievement Test (GAT) on Wednesday 7 October.
From 12 October
All students (from Prep to Year 12) return to full-time on-site
schooling.
Over the last couple of weeks, we have had some amazing
learning and exciting activities taking place. Ms Pennie Maxwell
organised some amazing activities as part of Science week and
then last week we had TKR organised by Ms Andrea Vallance and
Ms Gabby Theologous. The photos of all the amazing dishes were
great to look at but I am not so sure about Mr Whitehead and his
100 and 1000s Spaghetti Bolognese.
Well done to Mr Liam Venn who organised Jump Rope for Heart.
During last Term 2 and early Term 3 there were Primary students
skipping everywhere around the school. Thanks to all the parents
for their support in this worthy cause. As a school we raised
$3361.66. This is a great effort by all concerned.
I am sure many of you will have read the fantastic article in the
Warrnambool Standard regarding Emily Morden in Year 11 and
Ben Matthews in Year 12. These are just two of the outstanding
students and leaders at the school. The article discussed how
their involvement in sport and exercise has helped during this
time and also their plans for the future. Both Emily and Ben are
heavily involved in the community and despite the challenges
they both face at the moment their positive outlook is something
we can all learn from.
All students in Year 8, 9, 10 and 11 would have received
information about their subjects for 2021. It is essential that any
VET students return their form to the school if they wish to have
a place for next year. If you have any questions regarding your
subjects, please contact the relevant year level coordinator.
In 2021 it is compulsory for all students Year 5 to Year 12 to have
their own computer device. If there is anything that this remote
learning experience has taught us is that students need a device.
Students in Years 4, 5 and 6 have already been provided
information about accessing a device for next year. Students
currently in Years 7 to 11 who do not have device can purchase
one from the Edunet portal.
https://timboonp12.technologyportal.com.au/.
The password is timboon2021. Further information for Years 7 to
11 will be sent home.

Dear Students and Parents,
We are looking forward to all of our students being back from
Monday the 12th of November, Week 2, Term 4.
Today we have talked with students and raised awareness about
RUOK? Day. Never has there been a more important time to
check in with each other, adults and children, about how each
other is going. If someone is not ok then there is help available.
Whilst this is a simple question, it is not always easy to ask or
respond to. Looking after yourself first and making sure you are
ready to ask the question is the first step. If you do not feel that
you can make this step but you are concerned about another
person, raise the issue with a trusted adult. Below are a range of
questions and approaches that can support people checking on
another person's welfare.
Over the next week I really encourage students to make time for
their wellbeing by exercising, connecting with friends and
avoiding being online all day. Thank you again to all families and
students for their commitment to school at this time, we know it
can be difficult at times, however we are getting through this.
Coming up:
Wednesday 7th October:
General Achievement Test (GAT)
for all students studying a unit 3 and 4 course
Thursday 8th and Friday 9th October:
Unit 3 and 4 Practice Exams
Monday 12th October:
DAN WALKER
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All students return to school.

research. Primary classes also have access to the computer lab in
the library and utilise this at least once a week.
Eight of the Primary staff are in the process of completing the
Microsoft Innovative Educator (MIE) Trainer Academy. It is
designed for educator trainers who are responsible for training
educators on the integration of technology in the classroom. The
goal is to provide trainers exposure to the many Microsoft
technologies and resources that support student-centred
learning based on authentic problems and projects while aligning
to 21st Century Skills, NETS-S and Common Core Standards. Our
task is to build a strategy for how to move our colleagues (staff
and students) from Crawl to Walk to Run.

R U OK Day
R U OK? Day is Thursday 10 September 2020. It’s our national day
of action when we remind Australians that every day is the day to
ask, “Are you OK?” if someone in your world is struggling with
life’s ups and downs.
If you feel like something’s not quite the same with someone you
know – there’s something going on in their life or you notice a
change in what they’re saying or doing - trust that gut instinct and
take the time to ask them “Are you OK?” If someone says they’re
not OK, make time to listen, encourage action and check in. That
conversation could change, or even save, their life.
In the students’ packs this week and next, teachers have put in
some wellbeing activities and some linked to the R U OK? Day. For
further information, please look on the website,
https://www.ruok.org.au If you are at all worried about your
child’s wellbeing, please contact the school for support. Either
email your child’s teacher, ring the school on 55983 881 or email
timboon.p12@education.vic.gov.au and have your concerns
passed onto the relevant welfare coordinator or Assistant
Principal.
P-6 Assembly
On Friday 18th September, at 1:30pm, we will conduct a P-6
Assembly to celebrate the end of term 3. If you have photos that
show your child or children during remote learning, please email
them to Miss Hampson (gillian.hampson@education.vic.gov.au)
by Wednesday 16th September. A WebEx link will be posted on
Compass for all families to join the Assembly.
ICT Devices and Professional Development
A reminder to families of students moving into Year 5, 6 and 7 in
2021, please log onto the Edunet portal which is
https://timboonp12.technologyportal.com.au
Personal login information was sent to each family, however if
you need a second copy, please contact the school. If you
purchase a device by the 30th October it will arrive at the school
before Christmas for collection.
Devices are not compulsory for students below Year 4, however
bringing an iPad to school in Year 3 and 4 is permitted and can be
signed up to the school network. Each class will continue to have
devices in their room for students to access and teachers work
together to allow devices to be shared at times of assessment and

This will not be a fast journey, but one we are excited to be taking.
Term 4
First week of Term 4 will be a continuation of remote learning.
Further information will come out next week via Compass with
regards to the pack of work and WebEx meetings for this week.
Thankyou
As we approach the end of another challenging term, I want to
thank all parents, family members and our students for their
ongoing commitment to giving their best and showing great
support for our teachers. Please make the most of the upcoming
holiday period by recharging the batteries and importantly, stay
safe.
GILL HAMPSON
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TKR ...Challenge accepted!!
Last Friday, 92 of our school families picked up their Timboon
Kitchens Rule (TKR) mystery parcels from the School hall ready to
accept the TAP family ‘iso’ challenge. Families are to design and
create a meal using all or some of the 4 provided ingredients and
can use up to 5 other ingredients. Students are then to upload to
Compass Learning Tasks ‘Timboon Kitchen Rules’, a photo of
family members cooking, a photo of the completed dish and a
copy of their recipe, by 4th September. The TKR family ‘iso’
challenge is designed to encourage students to cook, teach life
skills, provide entertainment and a creative cooking opportunity
for families. We thank our main sponsor, Saputo Dairy Australia
for their generous support.
Bon appetite!!

Paddock to Plate - Processor and Retailer

TKR definitely!!!
The families of Timboon have definitely proved that they rule in
the kitchen! Our mystery packages consisted of two tins of
tomatoes, a packet of spaghetti, three cloves of garlic and a block
of cheese that was generously donated by Saputo Dairy Australia.
Challenge recipes created were as diverse as Chicken Spaghetti,
Sicilian Pasta Crisps, MKR Hotpot, Spaghetti Bolognese Cups,
Gluten Free Balls, Spaghetti Garlic Cob, Pasta Frittata Muffins,
Spaghetti Fritters with Spicy Tomato Sauce, Pork and Fennel
Meatballs with Roast Onion, Garlic and Tomato Sauce, and
Spaghetti Bolognese. Click onto Compass or the TAP Blog to see
even more of these great chefs and their diverse, creative recipes.

Even though our Year 3/4 students cannot travel to processing
sites and retail outlets to follow the trail of milk from Paddock to
Plate due to COVID restrictions, they could still investigate what
happens to milk when it leaves the farm. Thanks to Peter
McDonald, the Continuous Improvement Manager at Bega in
Koroit, students were invited on a virtual excursion into a milk
factory as he provided information on Bega’s products and the
journey of the milk through the processing plant from the tanker
bay until it is packed and bagged in products for distribution. It
was interesting to see the use of technology and robots used in
the packing and distribution roles and the construction of the new
lactoferrin extraction plant on site. Students then followed the
dairy products onto the shelves of a local retailer, Daly’s in Koroit.
There they had to find the dairy products and were surprised to
learn that, while they are displayed roughly in the same area, that
they are not all in the refrigerated shelving display. Students
explored the different packaging options for various goods, their
shape, materials and the importance of used by date. We really
are going – Paddock to Plate!

Running Maths
Just because they can’t join in big community running events, it
doesn’t mean that the Year 5/6 students can’t get their collective
pulses racing!! Mark Cuthell from the Port Campbell Visitor
Information Centre started the running maths session by getting
students to record their resting and active pulse rates. He
described the weekly run that takes place in Timboon and draws
participants from Timboon and from surrounding areas with
some participants even coming from overseas. Students had to
calculate the number of runners, walkers, volunteers and
observers based on their mode of transport by determining ‘what
would that sum look like?’ Worksheets developed by Mark and
Nina from Port Campbell Visitor Information Centre directed
students to consider how many steps or kilometres the
participants would run and what that cumulative distance could
be. Extension activities explored the impact on tourism in our
region included determining the value of fuel and ice cream sales
and the “Butter Chicken” demand from The Corner Store. The
Webex session concluded with Mark inspiring our students and
their families to safely exercise and get out and about together to
explore our amazing region.

The Prep’s have been learning to use language such as
next to and under to describe position and to give and
follow directions. Last week Prep students listened to
the story ‘Rosie’s Walk’ and were asked to create their
very own Rosie’s walk at home. The Preps did a
fantastic job creating their own walks using materials
from around the house.

TKR Round 2 - Challenge issued!
Such was the reaction and support for our first round of Timboon
Kitchens Rule (TKR), we have decided to introduce another round
of our TKR family 'iso' challenge to conclude Term 3. BUT, we will
only have enough Mystery parcels for the FIRST 80 FAMILIES to
register with the Timboon School Office. Mystery parcels can only
be collected on Friday 11th September between 9:00am - 3:00pm
from the School Hall where your name will be ticked off a list. You
can use all or some of the supplied ingredients and can add up to
5 other ingredients. If preferred, we can provide a gluten free
option. Families are then to upload a photo of them cooking their
chosen dish, the completed dish and a copy of the recipe to be
posted on Compass by 18th September. Enjoy!

Honey Joy Production Line

With Remote Learning and the focus on
Kindness and R U ok? Day this Thursday.
Prep A have been busy writing and drawing
for each other. We have used bright colour
and kind words like;
• I miss you!
• Sending a big hug!
• Sending a big smile!
Each morning we check in to see how we are
feeling.

Together Prep A and their families would like
to send a little kindness and happiness your
way. Choose Kindness

